Enjoy the internationally known, both for its nutritional value and taste, Greek
gastronomy and the well-known Greek hospitality in Shanghai town.
The authentic Milos Greek restaurant in No.1 Yueyang road organised a
successful event officially presenting its relaunch with a new fresh menu
combining traditional Greek recipes and contemporary inspired twists.
The renovated Milos restaurant has a brand new menu focusing on amazing
Greek style seafood and recipes based on fresh ingredients, herbs and Greek
extra virgin olive oil. The familiar blue and white decor may just entice you to
unleash your inner “opa” and certainly offer a feeling of the Aegean sea and
Cycladic complex of Greek islands nourishing the sea breeze and sunshine.
During the media event on Thursday night 7th of April, the Greek Consul, Mr.
Vassilis Xiros highly honoured us with his presence and speech as well as
representatives from all the companies of Hellas Group that attended the event
from all over the world.
Chairman and CEO of Hellas Group, Mr. Pavlos Kontomichalos gave a warm
welcome and a thorough presentation of all companies' activities and stated
regarding Milos restaurant his pride to have a well known Greek executive chef
and his team handling exclusively the menu using the best ingredients and
offering to all our guests that for us are considered friends a one off experience.
Milos was first established in Shanghai in 2006. Over the years, Milos has
become a true favorite among both Chinese and westerners living in Shanghai.
Currently there are 2 restaurants in town, the Milos in No.1 Yuyang road with
great focus and orientation in seafood tastes and Milos restaurant in No. 3338
Hongmei road based on grill and meat recipes.
In short, Hellas Group has activities focusing on Greek Hospitality, Gastronomy
and Culture with the aim to bring the best of Greece to the world. Specifically the
following companies represent Hellas Group:
My Odyssey:
The premium luxury travel company for Greece. http://www.my-odyssey.com.cn
EROSANTORINI:
A new level of private luxury experience opening in Santorini island this summer.
www.erosantorini.com
Elaion: The world’s best olive oil, for health and longevity. www.elaion.com
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Amphora: Your can find the best Greek products in e-shop and the stores in
Shanghai. www.amphoraworld.com
Hellas House: An exclusive Greek cultural centre in the heart of Shanghai,
opening within 2016.
We invite everybody to enjoy Milos gastronomical treasures, atmosphere, and
our special selection of Greek Wines and Spirits. Yia Mas!
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Restaurant Details
＊Yueyang Rd Branch (岳阳路店)
Tel: 021-64317751
Add: No. 1 Yueyang Road, Near Dongping Road

＊Hongmei Rd Branch (⽼老外街店)
Tel: 021-5440 8530
Add: No. 16, Land 3338 Hongmei Road
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